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INTRODUGTION:

This is my Reply to the Submission of Lewis Holdway dated 21 September

2012. My recollection was that this Submission was briefly published on the
Committee website but was then withdrawn. The Submission was recently
published on the Committee's website. I set out extracts from the Submission
in italics and provide comments thereunder.
1.

"For example, one of our clients who was suicidal after making his disclosure
called Carelink for immediate help and was told to call back in four days time".
(para 1.1A)
COMMENT:

I believe that this is a complaint made by "George" aka "Luke", and was made
by him in a complaint to the Medical Board against Professor Richard Ball. That
complaint was dismissed by the Medical Board.
2.

"Another whose child was in real and present danger from the paedophile priest

was totd she would have to wait until she got a letter from the lndependent
Commissioner". (para

1.1

A)

COMMENT:
Without the child having been identified, I suspect this may be a reference to a

complaint I received on 26 October 2006, when I was hospitalised. I referred

the complaint to Maria Kirkwood (then of the Pastoral Response Office of the
Archdiocese) and Ms Sue Sharkey of Carelink, who had previously seen the

family. I received the complaint in October 2006 and the offending priest had

been placed on sick leave and did not return to the Parish thereafter. Further,

the child whom

saw with his mother in January 2007 had gone to his

I

grandparents' country home.
3.

"Clients were asked to put their complaint in writing before any action could be

taken. Clients who sometimes take many years to feel strong enough to speak

of the

assau/fs committed against them need an immediate face

compassionate response

from

quatified professional. To

be

to

requested

face

to

put

their comptaint in writing can be a difficult task for fhose who it impacts include

the inability to read and write and can also (albeit unintentionally) give

a

/nessage they are not being taken seriously". (para 1.1C)
COMMENT:

(a)

The suggestion that in my role as lndependent Commissioner I would not
listen to a complaint unless it was put in writing is scurrilous nonsense.

There have been occasions when I've met with victims
understandably, were distressed

in

recounting

who,

the abuse they

had

suffered. ln some circumstances I have invited them to write down what
they have had difficulty in articulating ie. they might find it easier to write,
than talk.

(b)

Specifically,

the Lewis Holdway Submission does not descend to

identification of
before they

an

a person who says that they were requested to write

spoke. I repeat that the Committee has the capacity

to

inspect the files I have readily made available to see whether there is any

evidence to support the false and misconceived comments

lf

Holdway.

Lewis Holdway has proof that

of

Lewis

l, as lndependent

Commissioner, have required the complaint to be put in writing "before
any action could be taken" they can refer to the relevant file.
4.

"Some of our clients were devastated to learn from non Church sources that the
perpetrators in their cases had a track record of offending. For these clients it
would have affirmed them greatly if such information had been transparent and
provided by the Church when they made a report. (para 1.1D
GOMMENT:
I have difficulty in understanding what is here being alleged. The phrase "some

of our clients" is shrouded in a mystery until, even by pseudonym, those clients
are identified.

5.

"Others have repofted to us that they were told that there had been no other

complaints about a particular offender and later found this information to be
incorrect". (para

1.

1

D)

COMMENT:
I suspect that this is a reference to complaints made by SL to a reporter of the

Sydney Morning Sun at the time of the World Youth Day in 2008 in Sydney.

lf I am correct about SL, I identified this allegation as false and so advised that
reporter. I also wrote to Lewis Holdway complaining in chapter and verse that

such complaints were false and misconceived. For them to include in

a

Submission such an allegation when it has been demonstrated to be false is

irresponsible and reflects the attitude of the firm of Lewis Holdway and its
Principal, Paul Holdway. Mr Holdway is solicitor for, and a prominent member

of, Melbourne Victims

Collective, whose animus against

the

Melbourne

Response generally, and the lndependent Commissioner, which are well
known, results in the making of false and damaging statements.
6.

"We are aware of victims who are in dire need of professional therapy but are not

provided it through the Church until they are found to be a victim according to

the protocot; for some clients the process of making such a finding

is

long and

sfressfu/ and they are required to fund their own counselling during this period.
(para 1F)
GOMMENT:

This

is nonsense. There are many instances

complainants

where

I

have

referred

to Carelink before deciding whether or not their complaint

has

been established. This was because there was an immediate need to provide

counselling support. ln my practice as lndependent Commissioner, having
found that a complainant is a victim of sexual abuse,

I authorise and direct

Carelink to reimburse the complainant for costs of counselling incurred after the
date of first making a complaint to the lndependent Commissioner.

7.

"Clients were confused about the role of the lndependent Commissioner of the
Melbourne Response, some thinking that he worked for them, not the Church;
(para 1H).

GOMMENT:

I am aware that Lewis Holdway has acted for 1B complainants who have been
dealt with under the Melbourne Response. ln none of those cases can I see
any evidence or confusion as to the role of the lndependent Commissioner. ln

a lot of those cases I interviewed the complainant in the presence of a solicitor
from Lewis Holdway.
8.

"Clients were not encouraged to seek independent legal advice". (para

1.1)

GOMMENT:

Obviously, that cannot apply to the clients for whom Lewis Holdway acted as
referred to above. A lack of particularisation prevents any further response.
9.

"The families of clients were not offered support" (para 1.J)

COMMENT:

I do not minimise the impact which the family of a victim of sexual abuse
subject

to.

is

I deny that these are consistently overlooked and no consideration

is given to the psychological and financial burdens they bear. lt is a frequent
occurrence that Carelink provides counselling support to the spouse or partner
of a victim. Once again, unless there is an identification of the persons who are
referred to, it is impossible to make a meaningful response.
10.

"Multiple clients reported being questioned

by the psychiatrist

appointed to

Carelink about their level activity, sexual experiences and preferences in cases

where we did not see the relevance of these questions to an assess/nent of
their need for counselling to be funded by Carelink".
GOMMENT:

I have no reason to believe that victims are asked unnecessary

questions.

From my observations, which are necessarily limited because
confidentiality,

of

client

I am confident that Carelink provides Íair and efficient

counselling and support for victims. I am aware that the ubiquitous 'George'

aka 'Luke' made such a complaint to the Medical Board, which complaint was
dismissed.

11.

"A client is reported to us that his siblings were contacted by the lndependent
Commissioner without his consent to see if his story 'checked out'.
COMMENT:

Generally,

I

investigate complaints inter

alia by looking to sources

of

confirmation of the complaint. I do not need the consent of the complainant for

this to occur, though I am very careful to obtain a victim's consent prior to
discussing his or her complaint with an associate of the complainant. For
instance, I have refrained in some instances from discussing the complaint with
others because the complainant wants to keep the complaint confidential.

I believe the above is a reference to a complainant in respect of whom I had
made

a preliminary finding that he had suffered sexual abuse, but the

particulars of which he was

to provide in discussions with psychiatrists and

others. This he declined to do. This victim had a website on which there was
recorded his complaints and his interaction with some of his siblings. One of

the siblings had written to a well known priest contesting the validity of the
claims which the victim was making. That letter was passed on to

me.

I made

enquiries of that sibling and others. ln addition, I investigated and caused to be
investigated a number of other persons whom the victim had said were aware of

the abuse. I reported those investigations to Lewis Holdway and invited on

number

of occasions for the victim to

respond

a

to and explain the

inconsistencies. The victim has declined to do so and there the matter rests.
12.

"Clients information was passed

to

separate organisations without their

knowledge or consent".
COMMENT:

I take this to refer to a victim who had complained to the lndependent
Commissioner that he had been abused by

a priest undoubtedly a

church

person within the meaning of the Terms and Conditions of my appointment.

I

found that the abuse had occurred and referred the victim to the Compensation
Panel and he was awarded compensation. Sometime later the victim advised

me of further aspects of the abuse but declined to take the matter further or
discuss it with

me.

lnstead, some time later the victim took a complaint to

Towards Healing, and who, because the complaint was not within their
jurisdiction, referred it to me. Eventually, I found the further complaints of abuse

were established and the victim was referred to the Compensation Panel and
awarded further compensation.
13.

"Clients were pressured to attend the Church authority internal hearing before

their claim was accepted. Some clients have reported to us that they feel
strongly pressured to submit to the internal hearing processes held by the
lndependent Commissioner and found the process fo be traumatic and akin to a

formal trial, such that they felt that they were the guilty pañy, not the
perpetratof'.
COMMENT:

Lewis Holdway (Mr Holdway was present as instructing solicitor) acted in the
hearing of Case 9 and Case 17 as referred to in my Reply to the questions

asked by Committee Member Mr Wakeling.

ln both those cases

the

complainant was represented by lawyers, and no complaint was made in the
terms of what is asserted above. lt will be noted that the cases referred to in my
Wakeling Reply are the only cases prior to 30 June 2012 where there has been
a confidential hearing.
14.

"Minors were pressed fo attend a Church authority internal hearing against their
parents wishes". (para 1.2F)
COMMENT:

This is malicious nonsense, if, as I take it to be, it is a reference to me as the
lndependent Commissioner conducting investigations into complaints of sexual

abuse. I have only interviewed three minors in relation to their complaints of
sexual abuse.

ln Case A, I met with the

mÍnor on two occasions in the

presence of her parents. Case B, I met with the minor in the presence of her

mother and her psychologist. Because the minor requested her mother to
absent herself from the interview, this was done and I interviewed the minor in

the presence of and with the cooperation of her psychologist. Case C,

I

interviewed the minor following consent being given to do so by his mother, who
later participated in the interview.
15.

"Pleasesee Submlssions

of..............

A number of our clients

have reported this concern to us and have felt deeply uncomfortable yet obliged
to go atong with it if they wished their complaint to progress". (para 1'2G)

COMMENT:

I

reject these allegations as false and malicious.

I have again looked at the

clients of Lewis Holdway with whom I have dealt and there is no suggestion the

above remarks apply to them. lf Lewis Holdway is speaking of 'clients' other
than the clients whom they have represented in proceedings involving me, it is
impossible to answer without having particulars of those 'clients'.
16.

"The accused in a case actively sought support from Parishioners whilst the
complaint progressed" (para 1.2H)

COMMENT:

1_0

It would not be unusual for an accused denying the complaint to seek support

from Parishioners, or anyone else who might assist the alleged offender

in

exonerating himself or herself of the offence. Nonetheless, the case to which

I

believe reference is being made was unsuccessful.
17.

"Clients were not totd they could have

a support person with them

during

interuiews and meetings; ctients have consistently complained about fhis (See
.....Submission for a specific example of this)" (para 1-2J)
COMMENT:

This is false. I have always told victims they could be accompanied by such
persons as they wish, which can be verified by an inspection of my files.
18.

'A ctient

has reported

to us that he was contacted by the lndependent

Commissioner for the express purpose of obtaining information about another

victim's situation.

lt appeared to this client that the information was being

sought so as to defend the Melbourne Response's dealings with that victim'
COMMENT:
Because Victim 1 referred

to in paragraph 37 below had established contact

and rapport with Victim 2 until he died, when false complaints were made by
Victim 2's brother, I sought the details of Victim 1's contacts with Victim 2.
19.

Clients were denied access
authority" (para 1.2L)

to

transcripfs of their interviews with the Church

r.
GOMMENT:
(a)

Transcripts were being sought, after the offender had been convicted, and

the lndependent Commissioner had found the son and his mother had
been the victim of sexual abuse within the meaning of the Terms. The
lndependent Commissioner also found that other members of that family,

because of their proximity and in time and place to the abuse, were

victims. This was duly reported to the Compensation Panel.

The

mother, who has signed an Application for Compensation, has not as yet

pursued that application either on her own behalf or on behalf of her
children other than the eldest son.
(b)

The eldest son has not pursued an Application for Compensation. The
mother has made a series of false and damaging statements about the
lndependent Commissioner and Carelink. Her solicitors were advised
that the reasons for not providing the transcripts were because they were
sought for a motive other than for information.

(c)

Recently the son and the mother have authorised me to provide to the

SANO Taskforce the transcript

of my interview with the son of

31tt

January 2007, which was duly done.
20.

"Clients experience significant time delays before resolution was reached, in

some cases several years. The majority of our clients complain about time

delays. The longest time recorded between complaint and settlement was 13

L2

years. We are aware of a number of clients whose cases are unresolved after
more than 5 years" (para 1.2M)
COMMENT:

This is news to me. Unless the clients are identified, even by pseudonym, it is
impossible to provide a meaningful response.
21.

"The process becomes unnecessarily legalistic, the burden of proof in practice
was'beyond reasonable doubt"'. (para 1.2N)
GOMMENT:

This is quite incorrect. Whilst I have been satisfied beyond reasonable doubt in
many cases where sexual abuse has occurred, if I am satisfied on the balance

of probabilities that sexual abuse has occurred, the victim is entitled to
referred to Carelink, obtain compensation and so

on. I do not understand

be

the

criticism. I have found almost all of the complaints coming before me have
been established ie. in the overwhelming majority of cases the burden of proof
has been satisfied.
22.

"Melbourne Response in the first instance requires a victim to submit to a taped
recorded interview with a QC which is traumatising and inappropriate". (para
1.2M)

GOMMENT:
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I have reviewed the cases in which Lewis Holdway has acted for victims, and
interviews have been conducted with those victims typically in the presence of a

solicitor from Lewis Holdway.

lt has never been suggested that my tape

recording of interviews is traumatising and inappropriate. lt beggars belief that

this could be

so.

For many years now, it has been mandatory upon entities

such as the Police to record their conversations with complainants, respondents

ánd witnesses. ls it seriously suggested that as lndependent Commissioner,
rather than requesting the consent of an interviewee to be tape recorded, that

I

record what the interviewee said in laborious and often deficient longhand.

23.

"Clients were refused pastoral care in meetings when requested" (para 1.2O)

COMMENT:
However tedious it is to repeat, unless there is an identification of persons who
were allegedly refused, a reply is impossible.
25

"Clients were refused psychological care" (para 1.2P)
COMMENT:
I refer to my comment to paragraph 24.

26.

"Clients were refused reimbursement for medical expenses which arose as a
result of their injuries". (para 1.2Q)
COMMENT:

1.4

Because

the Lewis

Holdway Submission was published

on the

Committee's website at an earlier date, albeit briefly, I know this is a reference

to a victim of sexual abuse, but not child sexual abuse, and whose evidence
mistakenly given at a hearing of the Committee has been ruled as inadmissible.

Further,

it is not the fact that that person was refused reimbursement for

medical expenses resultinq from the sexual abuse.
27.

"Their complaints were not properly investigated by the Church authority resulting

in the alleged perpetrator remaining in Ministry". (para 1.34)
COMMENT:
I presume that the 'Church authority' so frequently referred to above means the

lndependent Commissioner.

I

repeat, aS

I

have stated elsewhere, that

offenders have had their faculties removed and no longer acted as priests

consequent upon my recommendation. Significantly, whilst protected by
Parliamentary privilege, Lewis Holdway do not identify such perpetrators.

28.

"Clients were not informed of their right to report to the Police at the outset or parf
way through their process". (para 3A)

COMMENT:

This is wrong. For example, 'George' aka 'Luke' was informed immediately of
his right to report to the Police, and did so.

29.

"Clients were discouraged from making a Police report".

L5

COMMENT:

Nonsense. There is no evidence that this is so, but copious evidence to the
contrary.

30.

"Clients were told their complaint was not a crime". (para 3C)
GOMMENT:

This assertion reflects the cooperation between Melbourne Victims Collective,

Helen Last and others, and Glenn Davies, who besmirch the lndependent
Commissioner. I do not waste the Committee's time by repeating again the
response I made to such allegations in my response to the Police Submission
and to the Davies Submission.

31."Clients were not encouraged to seek independent legal advice". (para 3D)
COMMENT:
This is again denied.

31.

"Clients reports to the Church authority were used to try to discredit them in the
criminal proceedings against the perpetrator".

COMMENT:
This again is malicious nonsense, and is dealt with in relation to the reference to

'Luke' below. But note that in distinction to the singular alleged position of
'Luke', 'clients'are now in plural.

t6

32.

"Clients experience bias when they were the first complainant with the apparent

presumption that if there were no other reported victims of that offender then the
first repofting victim was not believed unless the Priest or Brother confessed".

COMMENT:
I utterly reject this.

33.

"Clients were effectively required to prove their complaint beyond reasonable
doubt rather than on the balance of probabilities".

COMMENT:
I repeat my comment in paragraph2l.

CASE STUDIES
The saga of 'Luke' aka 'George' is set out again under Case Studies (para 3).

I have dealt with the allegations made by 'Luke' ('George') at para 54-63 of my
Reply to the Police Submission. For convenience,

I set out hereunder my

redacted letter to Lewis Holdway of 1 February 2008, which disposes of the
false and misconceived allegations against me reflecting the malevolence and
bias of Melbourne Victims Collective.
Dear Ms Baker/Mr Holdway

Re: George
Your

I

ref:

RCB:EK:11191

have your remarkable letter

of 15 January 2008, replete with defamatory and

imputations and misconceptions.

offensive

t7

I have dealt with the assertions by inserting into a copy of your letter responses to the relevant

paragraphs. I note that in detailing these responses, there has been involved the expenditure
of time and inconvenience. I mention this because as explained below, your client must or
should have been aware that the assertions made were false, and which would have been
equally apparent to you if simple enquiries had been made by you of your client.

1.

Use of the transcript of your interview
Father Pidoto.

with George in criminal proceedings against

"Our client met with you in May 2002 to advise you of his complaint against Father Pidoto. Our
client had not spoken to police or made any police report prior to his discussions with you on

this occasion. Therefore the assertion in your letter dated L8 September 2OO7 that our client
met with you "shortly after he reported his complaints to the police" is inaccurate."
Response

1.1

to assert that I conveyed, that I had met with your client "shortly after/'
he had reported his complaints to the police. ln plainest of English I stated the opposite,
lt

is a nonsense

namely:

'l first

saw George in Moy 2002 and shortlv after he reported hís complaints to the police".

(Emphasis supplíed)

That clearly conveyed that the report was made shortly after the meeting which of course was

the fact. The relevant tense is "future", not "past". The letter does not state "and shortly
before the interview he had reported his complaints to the police'
to anyone, that I had first seen your client after he had reported the matter

I have never stated

to the police.

2.L

meeting with our client, which you tape recorded,
that you then advised him that he had a right to go to the police and that if he so wished, you
would arrange that on his behalf'.

2. "Furthermore, it was after this

Response

2.2

lt

is false

to say that I so advised, The advice was given at that meeting, as appears

from the transcript:
POC: "Before you close off I want to say this to you, that what you have described to me may
constitute criminal conduct and I am obliged as is my invariable practice to tell you that albeit
that this is and remains completely confidential you have a complete and unfettered right, I
think I may have told you on the phone this morning, to go to the police and l've always said to
people if you wish to and lencourage you to do so because lcannot be the substitute forthe
police force. On the other hand people who prefer to deal with the matter confidentially and

18

don't go through that stress, or make that decision at this time. I will set it all out in a letter to
you." (T48)
That transcript was provided to your client, but obviously you have either not been provided

with same, or you have ignored it.

3.1

"shortly after the meeting, our client informed you that following your discussions
with him, he had decided to make a complaint to the police and you assisted him by arranging
this".

Response

The following is what occurred. I refer to what I told your client as appears above. I then
wrote to him on 7 May 2OO2in which inter alia I stated:
"Before going further t emphosise that provision in those Terms ond what I hove informed you
ot our conference thot you hove a continuing ond unfettered right to report of whot you
complained to the police. I encourage you to exercise thot right. However if you choose not to

whotever you høve told me in our conference and os is recorded in the trqnscript is and will
remoin confidentiol until you tell me otherwise....

I om not in a position at this stage to make a decision as to the volidity or otherwise of your
complaints. First becouse the identity of the priest of whom you've complained has not been
identified ond secondly, when that hos occurred it will be necessary for me to provide thot
priest with the substance of your allegotions ond invite his response thereto. Once ogoin, this
can only occur if you outhorise me to do it, because of my previous undertaking as to
confidentiolity.
I should add that l've not checked the transcript for spelling or other errors ond I invite you to
comment upon ony such errors if they be present...." (Emphosis supplied)
That letter is annexed hereto.

4.L

3. On 9th May 2OO2 your client rang me and advised that he had now identified the
priest who had molested him. He wrote to me on the same day stating inter alia:
"As per your letter of 2nd May 2002 (sic) and my telephone conversotion this mornihg, t have

now identified the priest who sexually molested me, as per my interview on 30'h Aprit 2002. His
name is Terrence Melville Pidoto...
t would welcome you to invite Pidoto's response to my terrible experience." (Letter onnexed)

5.1

4.

On 13 May 2002 I wrote to your client stating inter alia:

19

"There are problems in my deoling with your complaint ¡n the context of referring it to Fother
Pidoto. This is because on appeal by Father Pidoto agoinst his conviction of four counts of

indecent assoult in February wos upheld by the Court of Appeol on Friday L0 May. He will now
be standing triøl again for these offences. tt hos been my proctice to refroin from toking ony
steps in investigoting ønd octing upon complaints of sexuol abuse if those complaints ore the
subject of police investigotion ond potentiol chorges in Court hearings. The reason for this is of
course that I cannot be o substitute for the police force and it would be inappropriate for me to
be making contemporoneous findings in respect of motters which ore investigoting.

t agoin point out thot you hove o continuing ond unfettered right to report your comploint to
the police. tf you do the potice will toke a detoiled statement from you, and in thot context the
tronscript of the interview vou had with me would obviouslv be relevont. If the police decided
to prosecute Fqther Pidoto there would be a preliminory Court heoring ie. ot Mogistrates Court
Ievel,_and if fottowing thøt he was committed for triol this would take place in the County Court
or the Supreme Court (most probobly the County Court) some consideroble time hence'
The point I perhaps somewhat labouredly am endeavouring to moke is that

if you ore going to

report the matter to the police, then the sooner you do so the better. I oppreciote very much
the stress that you dre under, and may be for your own purposes that you do not wont to
report the motter. tf so t reiterote my undertakings of confidentiolity...l hove hod the transcript
corrected and provide you herewith with an omended copy'
PS. t dictated the above on Saturdoy and since then you advised my Secretary you proposed to

report the mdtter to the police which t encouroge you to do." (Emphasis supplied)

6.1

Your client rang me on l-4th May 2002. He stated:

morning and later thot
included the corrected tronscript. t exploined thot t hod said in that letter thot I had dìctated it
Saturday and then put ø ps consequent upon his advice that he wanted to report the matter to
the police. He insisted that he wos gung ho about going to the police ond I opplauded this. I
told him that t would endeovour to get in touch with the oppropríate police. I finally contocted
"Hod

I got

his messoges.

t totd him thot the letter had gone this

Leigh Abbey (of the Sexual Crimes Squad) who said that Broken Rites hod at Jabora's insistence
contacted him yesterdoy. I then spoke to Chris O'Connor (Leigh Abbey advising me thot he wos

the chief) ond totd him thot this mon wos stress A, and that he needs to be hondled corefully. I
also pointed out thot ! was owore of the tremendous load thot the sexuol squod had. He said
that would happen is that somebody wo,utd be deputed to toke o statement from Jabarø but
these things take time. tn thot context Leigh Abbey soíd that somebody else had come forward

to him, fottowing the onnouncement of the successful appeal, ond he soid that he thought
Kosoffsky (sic) in respect of whom a nolle hod been entered might perhaps revive his position
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t then spoke to Chris O'Connor qt the Sexuol Abuse Squad ond he said thot Jobora should ring
him at 4 pm tomorrow. Again I stressed the need to give him o bit of a nurse ond he said that
he would endeovour to look ofter thot."

6.

21-May

2OO2

7.t

Yourclientwas interviewed bythe police and made and signed a statement. Hegave
to police the transcript of the interview of 30 April.

8.1

6.24May2OO2

I was rung by Fiona Jones of the Sexual Crimes Squad and she asked me whether I believed

that it was to me that your client had first made a complaint, to which I replied in the
affirmative. She then said that it would be necessary for me to make a statement because of
my being the first person. Consequently on 30 May 2002 I wrote to Senior Detective Jones of
the Sexual Crimes Squad as appears from letter annexed hereto in which I enclosed a draft
statement of what had occurred, with annexures. Subsequently on 4 September 2002 I wrote

to Detective Jones enclosing my signed statement and annexures as annexed hereto.

9.1

7. On 6 June 2002 I wrote to your client stating inter alia:

"l hove received the opplicotion for

compensotion, but as

I have endeavoured to point out

previously, because your comploint is now the subject of police investigation and probable
prosecutíon, it is my invorioble practice to toke no further step pending the completion of the
i

nvestigation ond proceedings emonoti ng thereÍrom.

tn those circumstances t wilt take no action in relotion to the applicotion for compensation
which con remoin on the file pending the above.

t hove written to Carelink explaining that it wos really inappropriote for them to provide you
with on opplicotion ot this stoge, when t have not made o relevont decision.

I

olso reiteroted

to Carelink which I do to you olso, namely thot you are entitled to the

continuing services of Carelink, of which t strongly recommend you ovail yourself.
! hove received from Carelink o copy of your statement to the police and I hove been contacted
by Detective Senior Constable Fiono Jones. She has asked me to moke o stotement in relation
to my meeting with you and conducting the interview of 30 April 2002 and to provide her with
copies of the tope recordings (she olready has tronscript). This I will

1O.1 8.

do.'

"At no time during any of the discussions you held with our client, did you

inform him that a consequence of him discussing his complaint against Father Pidoto with you
directly was that the information he had provided to you could be used against him in any
potentiaI criminaI proceedings against Father Pidoto".
Response

2t

LO.Z

that if he went to the police, they
would want to know the details of my interview with your client. The information that I
provided was not provided so that it could be used against your client, but rather would form
As appears from the above I advised your client

part of the material used to prosecute Pidoto.

10.3

The Prosecution both at the committal and at the trial would have been obliged to

make available to the defence the transcript of interview and my statement to the police.
Consonant with this the list of witnesses to be called by the Crown included me.

11.1 9.

"Our client was therefore shocked and deeply distressed to be questioned by
Father Pidoto's defence barrister during the criminal proceedings about matters which he had
discussed confidentially in his meeting with you. The Barrister had also been furnished with a
copy of the transcript of that meeting, and went on to extensively use it in cross-examination
of our client in an attempt to undermine his credibility"
Response

LL.2

I have already made clear that a consequence of your client going to the

police

to me. This was
made crystal clear in my letter where I said "if you do (ie. report the matter to the police) the
police witt toke o detoited statement from you ond in that context the tronscript of the
interview you had with me would obviously be relevont""'
necessarily removed my obligations of confidentiality about what he had said

L2.l

"The cross examination of our client in criminal court proceedings on the issues
which had some years previously been discussed between our client and you, placed our client
under enormous stress. lt also enabled the defence barrister to introduce new evidence into
the proceedings which were outside the scope of our client's police witness statement, and
could potentially have affected the outcome of the matte/'.

10.

Response

t2.2

I refer to the above.

I have perused the transcript of the tr¡al, wh¡ch does not provide support for the
above. lndeed Defence Counsel was very cautious in seeking to refer to your client's interview
with me. When Defence Counsel sought to explore the time when your client became aware
of Pidoto's identity, after discussion with the Judge he abandoned that line of cross
examination, obviously because it might have allowed the Prosecution to tender the 30 April
statement of interview, which would have strengthened the Prosecution case by introducing

LZ.3

matters which demonstrated the concerns which his abuse of your client had produced.

fo 427 of the full transcript where reference is made actually or
incidentally to my role in the matter. As appears at page 417 your client was asked:
I enclose herewith pages 41-7

Question:

Did you contact a person by the name of Peter O'Callaghan?

Answer:

I did speak

to Peter O'Callaghan.

Yes but he wasn't my

first phone call...
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But generally you discussed the incident with him, had a lengthy conversation

Question:

about the incident.

Answer:

Well he gave me two choices. He said "you can talk to me now or you can talk
to the police but probably best if you talk to me now".

That of course is not what took place at my interview with your client on 30 April 2002.

L2.4

ln that context

Mr Polak Defence
Answer:

Counsel:

"That was a tape recorded conversation.

Correct. He recorded it yes.
You had a transcript

ofthat.

No I was never given a transcript.

Question:

You didn't receive a transcript.

Answer:

No I did not and he said that it was just for his notes, so he didn't have to take

notes...."
Again this is contrary to what occurred at the interview, and your client was provided with the

transcript which he amended and was given the corrected transcript. However Defence
Counsel did not seek to use the 30 April transcript, and my Statement which he clearly could
have. But to have done so would probably have had admitted into evidence that transcript,
which would have strengthened the Prosecution case. Thus the assertion that the transcript
provided evidence against your client is obviously wrong.

13.1 11. "lt is for all of the above reasons that our client finds the reference in your letter
to your discussions with him occurring "after" he had spoken to police, totally unfounded and
untruthful as well as emotionally distressing".
Response

L3.2

that it is an impossible construction of what I had written to say that my
discussions with your client occurred after he had gone to the police. ln what way it can be
rhetorically asked, could a true statement in September 2007, of what occurred cause
emotional distress. To assert that what I had said in my September letter was "totally
unfounded and untruthful", is but another defamatory imputation in your letter.

l4.l

I repeat

11.2 Failure of Carelink to Provide Support

"Our client had hoped to find further assistance and support through the services of Carelink,
which were introduced to him by you as an organisation which could assist him further.
However, on attendance at Carelink, our client endured further distress due to what he
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cons¡dered
experience

to be the unprofessional behaviour of Professor Richard Ball. ln fact our client's
with Dr Ball was so traumatic that he complained about Dr Ball to the Medical

Board".
Response

Your client was referred to Carelink by Broken Rites, and it was after this he
contacted me. I understand that your client's complaint to the Medical Board was dismissed,
which significantly you neglect to state. ln that context I also point out that Ms Helen Last
allegedly stated to Kate Tozer of the ABC that a person not identified by Ms Last, (but
inferentially was clearly your client) had made complaints about my conduct. I threatened to
take proceedings against Ms Last but did not do so when she denied that the truth of what

L4.2

Kate Tozer claimed

15.1

to have been reported to her, and Ms Last also apologized.

12.3 Specific Questions Requiring a Response

"As you are aware, the jury of the County Court found Father Pidoto guilty on all four of the

related charges laid. Whilst this outcome has been of some comfort to our client, he
nevertheless remains disturbed as to how your involvement in his matter impacted on the
criminal proceedings and how your encouragement of him to tell his story to you prior to him
reporting a complaint to the police placed him in such a vulnerable position. Our client has
asked us to seek a response to the following questions":
Response

]-5.2

Before going to those questions, I repeat as appears from the transcript of interview
and other correspondence, I made it clear that unless and until your client decided to go to the
police, what he had told me would remain completely confidential. But obviously that could

not be the position, after he had reported his complaints to the police.

15.3 L3. I deal with the questions as follows:
t.

Did you obtain his story in order to assist the defence barrister of Father Pidoto?

Response

L5.4

This offensive question does not deserve an answer, save to point out your client's
"story" to me accorded with the statement he made to the police, and far from assisting the

defence, provided cogent evidence of

the depredations of Pidoto. lt was later given to

Defence Counsel by the Prosecution.

16.1

2. Did you realise that the information you had obtained from our client could be

subpoenaed and used against him in criminal proceedings?
Response
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16.2

There was no occasion to consider this question. Your client had provided to the
police the 30 April transcript. To the extent the police and the Prosecution used this evidence,
it was as part of the Prosecution case against Pídoto.

3. lf you were aware of this, why did you not alert our client to such a possibility?
Response

16.3

I refer

to my response to 2 above.

14. Your response for question 2 will clarify our client's position in determining whether to
take further action against you for what he perceives as unprofessional and dangerous
conduct.

Response

t6.4

Your client's perception is ill founded. He has no basis for taking any action. This is

not the case so far as I am concerned as appears below.

17.1 15. 4. Who funds the compensation money which you refer to in your letter? Our
client seeks to be advised of where the compensation money is sourced from and in particular,
wishes to confirm if any of the compensation money comes from the collection plates filled
directly by Parishioners.
Response

!7.2

To this impertinent and mischievous question the answer is NO.

18.1 16.

4. lmpacts

Unfortunately

for our client, your actions in his complaint process have amounted to

an

experience of institutional abuse, thus compounding the primary abuse he had experienced at
the hands of the offender Father Pidoto. Our client finds himself in a position where he now
feels that the offer of compensation is for him a matter of being "too little, too late".
Response

The advice to your client in September that he could now make application for compensation
reflected the fact as appears in the letter that until the Court proceedings were resolved I
could take no further steps. ln short the process of compensation was set in train as soon as
was reasona bly convenient.

19.I

L7. "Our client continues to receive

ongoing and extensive counselling support in
manage the impacts of both the primary and institutional abuses which he has
endured since approaching the Commission into Sexual Abuse".

order

to
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Response

L9.2 "l assume

that these counselling costs are still being met by Carelink and will
continue to be whilst your client is in need of therapy for the undoubted grave abuse he
suffered. lf this is not the case please advise.

2O.l 18. "We are instructed to reject your offer inviting our client to now apply for
compensation money. However, our client would be open to holding a 'without prejudice'
discussion with you on the matters raised in this letter".
Response

any discussions with your client in relation to the
matters raised in this letter. The process of compensation remains available to your client, and
it will be noted that I play no part directly or indirectly in the calculation of compensation. The

There seems

to be no point in holding

process involves me reporting to the Compensation Panel that I am satisfied that Sexual abuse

has occurred, and your client would then be free to appear before the Compensation Panel
and recover such an award of compensation as is appropriate.
Conclusion

Your firm has recklessly made itself the vehicle for the publishing of false and defamatory
statements given to you by your client, and which you apparently accepted without reserve
and, the making of relevant enquiries. A perusal of the transcript of 30 April, 2OO2 and of the
correspondence between your client and me would have revealed the falsity of the assertions
made.

Accordingly I advise that unless within fourteen days of this letter the false assertions in your
letter are withdrawn and apology made, I will refer the matter to my solicitors (Mahonys,) for

appropriate action, which may include the reference of the matter to the Legal Services
Commissioner.
I await your reply".

(Subsequently, 'George' appl¡ed

for, and was

awarded,

max¡mum

compensation).

34.

"Many clients exper¡ence significant confusion about the role of the lndependent

Commissioner and the complaint process. Some clients, for example, felt that

the lndependent Commissioner was meant to be working for them as vict¡ms".
(para 5.1)
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GOMMENT:
(a)

I reject the above and other comments

asserting confusion. I do not

know what clients are being referred to as so afflicted. Certainly Lewis

Holdway should not have been confused because from the very
beginning, they were well aware of my role and position as lndependent
Commissioner.
(b)

I have gone to the file of the first victim that Lewis Holdway (then Lewis
Hutchinson) acted

for.

On 7 October 1996, Mr Holdway wrote to the

Vicar General (then Monsignor Denis Hart) stating inter alia:

'We write to you to formally request your agreement to participate in

mediation conference

to

a

resolve Mr M's allegations against the

Archdiocese".
(c)

On 15 October 1996, the solicitors for the Archdiocese responded to that
letter stating inter alia:
"From your letters, it is unclear against whom your client seeks to make a

claim. The basis of any such claim rs a/so unclear. A mediation would
therefore be prem ature.
You or your client may however be aware of recent comments made by

Archbishop Pell on fhe issue

of

sexual abuse

by priests. A range of

measures will be announced in the near future.

lt may be that one or

more of these measures will be of interest to your client."
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(d)

On 30 October 1996, the Vicar General wrote to Mr Holdway stating:

"Thank you for your letter of 29 October concerning Mr

M. I enclose

a

brochure on the revised procedure of the Archdiocese of Melbourne for

dealing with allegations of sexual abuse. I believe that the appropriate
action would be for you to contact the lndependent Commissioner on
9221 6190 as outlined in the brochLtre....."
(e)

On I November 1996, Mr Holdway wrote to the

lndependent

Commissioner:
"We refer to the above matter and our drscussions on 4 November 1996.
We appreciate your prompt response to our enquiries.
We confirm that we act on behalf of Mr M.

We confirm that you will investigate the matter to establish in your own

mind the nature and extent of the abuse following which you may report

this matter to the Panel who will consider an ex gratia payment of
compensation. We enclose on

a 'without preiudice' basis documents

setting out the factual background and the effects of the abuse upon Mr
M...."
(Ð

On 18 November 1996; I interviewed Mr M together with his wife and his

solicitor. I wrote to Mr Holdway on 21 November 1996:
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"l refer to our meeting on Monday last and I confirm that I am satisfied
that t am satisfied that your client Mr M was a victim of sexual abuse by

Fr Gannon in the

circumstances described

in the Police

Statements

made by Mr M.

I have accordingly fu¡úher decided to refer Mr M to Carelink as a person
appropriate to receive support. I understand that Mr M will continue to

contact Professor Ball or other appropriate persons at Carelink...."
On 6 April 1997, Mr M made Application for Compensation which was
paid to him on 5 August 1997.
36.

I have looked at the file relating to the last occasion I have dealt with a client
acted for by Lewis Holdway. I set out a letter which I wrote on 16 \liay 2012to
the victim (care of Lewis Holdway Lawyers), in which I stated inter alia:
"l refer to the conference I had with you and your solicitor Mr Paul Holdway on

Friday 11

May. As

arranged,

I

enclose

a copy of the transcript of that

conference which I have not checked for spelling or other errors.

I

confirm that

I am the tndependent

Commissioner appointed

by the

Archdiocese of Melbourne to inquire into allegations of sexual abuse by priests

religious and lay persons within the control of the Archdiocese of Melbourne.

I

confirm my finding that you were the victim of sexual abuse from Fr BR

substantially

in the

circumstances described

by you in your cogent and
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comprehens¡ve statement which you verified at the conference as being true
and correct...."
Subsequently, that victim was awarded compensation.
37.

"Many of our clients were confused about the role and the powers of the
lndependent Commissioner. Some of them reported feeling upset about the
lndependent Commissioners interuention into their personal lives. For example

one of our clients described the shock that he felt when the Independent
Commissioner made unsolicited inquiries of his new Pastoral Priest..., and also

when he received

a 'cold call' from another

victim who had been given his

contact details by Mr O'Callaghan".
COMMENT:
(a)

This is the victim also referred to in paragraph 18 above. ln my interview

with Victim 1, I told him that

I had been contacted by another

victim

(Victim 2) of the same Priest. On 3 February 2005, I wrote to him stating
inter alia:

"ln the meantime I advise you that Victim 2's telephone number is
He is certainly anxious that you contact him so as he put

it'l can

support him'. ln that context I asked did he mean that he had knowledge

of events relating to Victim 1, to which he replied in the negative but
emphasised that he was anxious to provide morale support. Naturally I
have only informed Victim 2 of the bare fact that you have met with and
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made a compla¡nt in respect of

PJ.

I provided no other detail because

what you have told me is and remains confidential."

Whether Victim

2 contacted Victim 1 or it was the other way

round,

whether who made the first call I am unaware but I do know that Victim
gave great support and assistance to Victim

2.

1

Victim 1 wrote to me in

March 2005 stating inter alia:

"Yesterday I met with my old friend from school (Victim
seen him for more than 30 years and

2). I have not

I was shocked to find him in such

desperate need of ongoing care...."

Thereafter until Victim 2 died, Victim 1 continued to provide him with
great assistance and support for which he deserves the greatest credit.
(b)

ln 2009, Lewis Holdway wrote to me stating inter alia:

'Victim 2 is aware that you made recent and unexpected contact with Fr

D in October 2009 regarding hrs case. Victim 1 instructs that he found
this contact to be highly intrusive. He considers Fr K to be a pastoral

friend and confidant and does not appreciate his integrity being
questioned in this way."

I replied: "l was aware of Fr D's involvement because of the references
in the contact repoft fonuarded to me. My purpose for ringing Fr D was
fo drscuss matters generally with him,, to understand his knowledge and
involvement and to propose that he might be the intermediary in respect
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of a proposal for resolution of this matter. However, upon reflection, I
considered in the circumstances fhis was not practicable. ln no way did I
question Victim 1's integrity and I believe I conveyed to Fr D my desire to
resolve Victim 1's problems and the sympathy I held and continue to hold
for him.

38.

"We also believe that all of Mr O'Callaghan's (the Commissioner of the
Melbourne Response,) records and records of the Archdiocese should be
made available to the Committee and the police for perusal so that if there is
any intentional cover up of either offending priesfg or their Superiors, failure to

remove them or reassigning them, then this can be identified and addressed".
(para

7)

COMMENT:

There would be little doubt that this request was based upon the assumption

that my records would support the outlandish false and malicious criticisms
which Lewis Holdway and Melbourne Victims Collective have made. lt is ironic

and unfortunate that the Committee has not seen fit to have its members
personally inspect the files. I have in various Submissions referred to the files,
which contradict the criticisms made of the lndependent Commissioner. I stress
again the importance of referring to contemporaneous documentation.

CONCLUSION:
The Lewis Holdway Submission first published as long ago as September 2012,

and then withdrawn, reflects the approach taken by inter alia the Police
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Submission and Ashton, Helen Last, and others who make blanket and
unparticularised criticisms without any particularisation or identification of the

relevant persons concerned. Such an approach would be "laughed out of

Court" in any responsible Tribunal, and this should be the reaction of this
Parliamentary Committee.

The fact remains that notwithstanding the plethora

of unparticularised

accusations and criticisms, there has not been instanced

a complaint by a

person who has gone through the Melbourne process detailing dissatisfaction,
which if I had been confronted with it, I could dealwith it.

Peter J O'Callaghan QC

31't July 2013

